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AB S TR AC T  

This study aims to reveal the experiences of undergraduate students regarding a pair programming method used in their 

programming course. Qualitative and quantitative methods were used to collect data for the study. The pair programming method 

required students to work in pairs throughout the semester. The participants of the study consist of 22 sophomores from computer 

education and instructional technologies department enrolled on the programming languages course. Collaboration Experiences, 

Team Member Evaluation, and Self-Assessment forms and a semi-structured interview form were used to collect data. The findings 

indicate that all the students were positive about the course. According to the students, collaboration within pairs was carried out 

successfully. At the end of the course, students stated that the lessons were sufficient for programming, and they achieved a good 

performance. In addition, the students were satisfied with the collaboration of their partner and the opportunities they had to improve 

their communication skills thorough pair programming. In addition, students emphasized that pair programming reduced the 

instructor’s workload. However, a few students also stated that the process had some limitations. The findings of the study will be 

useful particularly for instructors while designing programming education. 

Keywords: Computer Education and Instructional Technologies, CEIT, prospective information technologies teachers, pair 

programming, programming education, collaborative learning 

Bilişim Teknolojileri Öğretmen Adaylarının Eşli Programlama Deneyimleri 
ÖZ  

Bu çalışma, üniversite öğrencilerinin, programlama dersinde kullanılan eşli programlama yöntemine ilişkin görüş ve 

deneyimlerini ortaya çıkarmayı amaçlamıştır. Çalışmada veri toplamak için nitel ve nicel yöntemler kullanılmıştır. Eşli 

programlama yöntemi ile öğrenciler dönem boyunca ikili olarak çalışmışlardır. Araştırmanın örneklemini eğitim fakültesi lisans 

programı olan programlama dilleri dersine kayıtlı 22 ikinci sınıf bilgisayar ve öğretim teknolojileri eğitimi (BÖTE) öğrencisi 

oluşturmaktadır. Verileri toplamak için “İşbirliği Deneyimleri”, “Takım Üyesi Değerlendirme” ve “Öz Değerlendirme” formları 

ile yarı yapılandırılmış görüşme formu kullanılmıştır. Bulgular, tüm öğrencilerin ders hakkında olumlu görüşe sahip olduklarını 

göstermektedir. Öğrencilere göre işbirliği bu yöntemle başarıyla gerçekleştirilmiştir. Ders sonunda kodlama konusunda yeterli 

olduklarını ve iyi bir performans elde ettiklerini belirtmişlerdir. Bunun yanında öğrenciler, takım arkadaşlarının işbirliğinden 

memnun kalmışlar ve eşli programlama ile iletişim becerilerini geliştirme imkanı da bulmuşlardır. Ayrıca bu yöntemle eğitmenin 

iş yükünün de azaldığını belirtmişlerdir. Ancak az sayıda öğrenci sürecin bazı sınırlılıklarının olduğunu da belirmiştir. Çalışmanın 

bulguları özellikle programlama öğretiminin tasarlanmasında öğretim elemanları için faydalı olacaktır. 

Anahtar kelimeler: Bilgisayar ve Öğretim Teknolojileri Eğitimi, BÖTE, bilişim teknolojileri öğretmen adayları, eşli 

programlama, programlama eğitimi, işbirlikli öğrenme 
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1  |  INTRODUCTION  

In the 21st century, knowledge of computer science has become a key skill for adapting to the digital world 

(McManus & Costello, 2019). Therefore, today’s education systems need to provide students with this skill (Demir 

& Seferoglu, 2021). Learning programming is a fundamental step in computer science education as it involves 

skills such as algorithmic thinking, problem solving, and designing, all of which are necessary for the future 

workforce (Witherspoon et al., 2016). However, for decades, students have failed to succeed in this area (Raigoza, 

2017). Novice programmers in particular have difficulty learning the fundamentals, struggle to succeed, and often 

finally give up (Denner et al., 2021; Falloon, 2016). This is because programming includes syntax and how to set 

up logical structures (Korhonen & Malmi, 2000), requiring novice learners to develop advanced skills and learn 

syntax at the same time. This makes the learning process difficult and confusing for learners (Koulouri et al., 

2014). A constructivist approach would be useful for learners to help them establish connections between the 

knowledge and skills they learn during the learning process. Learner-centered programming education needs to be 

provided, especially for novice learners, in which they make progress based on their own knowledge gained during 

the process. The research shows that programming needs both willingness and programming knowledge (Denner 

et al., 2021). It would be beneficial for learners to be supported in tasks that require them to use high-level skills 

such as analysis, constructing algorithms and coding in order to finally succeed (Falloon, 2016; Hwang et al., 

2012). With collaborative learning, learners have the opportunity to better develop their problem solving skills and 

cognitive abilities by both receiving support and expressing their own ideas (Bernard & Bachu, 2015; Kuhn, 2015). 

Thus, programming education supported by collaborative learning is quite successful and increases learning 

performance (Preston, 2005). In addition, while learner self-confidence tends to be low in traditional programming 

education (Bravo et al., 2005), it increases in collaborative environments, helps them become more successful 

(Hwang et al., 2012) and enables learners to reach their goals in a shorter time by focusing more deeply (Williams 

et al., 2003). 

For teaching programming, pair programming based on collaborative working is important in addressing 

learners’ needs (Cao & Xu, 2005). With pair programming, students collaborate each other and solve the problems 

with their partner’s support (Liebenberg et al., 2012). Two learners work on one computer, design a programming 

strategy, and develop software (Hanks et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2003).  In this way, with two learners working 

on the same task rather than one, they arrive at more productive ideas and progress better (Beck & Gamma, 2000). 

In addition, the programming education is conducted in a planned way, and each individual fulfils their tasks in 

accordance with the role assigned to them. Within the pairs, each learner has different responsibilities (Campe et 

al., 2020): driver and navigator. The driver develops code while the navigator observes the driver, identifies any 

problems, develops a strategy, and comes up with solutions for any errors (Williams et al., 2000). Through the 

process, the pairs swap responsibilities so that both partners become involved in the brainstorming process (Tsan 

et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2021). In this way, a more efficient teaching environment is created that doesn’t focus 

primarily on syntax and coding (Satratzemi et al., 2021). Sherriff (2017) highlighted the importance of pair 

programming in his study because this method improves retention and programming confidence, ensures better 

performance on exams and projects. In this study, Sherriff developed a form to examine in-depth, emphasizing 

that the attitudes of the students as an important variable in the “Computer Science 1” course using the pair 

programming method with 500 students. This form is also used in the present study. Braught et al. (2011) used 

this method to improve the programming skills of high school students and found that in pairs, students are more 

successful and more likely to complete the process than those who do programming on their own. In addition, as 

the learners make fewer mistakes in this process (Zacharis, 2011), the method enables them to be more effective 

and productive (Hannay et al., 2009). In their research with university students, McDowell et al. (2006) concluded 

that with pair programming, students continue to program for a longer period of time. In addition, pair 

programming supports learners socially as learners have the opportunity to improve their communication skills 

(Faja, 2011) and increase their interaction (Howard, 2006).  

Research has shown that university students experience many problems in introductory programming courses. 

As we have seen, these courses, provided by many departments, are important for students’ future careers 

(Witherspoon et al., 2016). However, despite the difficulties many students face, universities have continued to 

provide traditional educational methods, only giving importance to programming and syntax (Iqbal Malik, 2016; 

Vihavainen et al., 2011). In such an environment, learners have difficulty turning what they have learnt into 
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experience using programming structures and developing strategy; they often lack practical knowledge and fail to 

fully grasp the logic of programming (Bruhn & Burton, 2003). 

The pair programming method, which is presented as a solution to this problem, makes the programming 

learning process more effective (Zhong et al., 2016). Dongo et al. (2016) tried a lab experiment including advanced 

programming with undergraduate students enrolled on Management Information Systems (MIS). The research 

showed that the students were more confident and successful. Another study observed that university students 

were more motivated by this method, resulting in them completing the process more successfully (Mentz et al., 

2008). The method also helped university students develop reasoning skills (Othman et al., 2019) and they enjoyed 

the course more (Cliburn, 2003). Vasconcelos and Kim (2020) carried out a similar study teaching programming 

in teams with preservice teachers. The research concluded that the students learned programming better by 

brainstorming together. What is more, as Cliburn (2003) states, the burden on instructors decreased. 

Despite the research referred to above, all aspects of the effects of pair programming still need to be 

investigated. Some studies have highlighted the limitations of pair programming. Balijepally et al. (2009) carried 

out a pair programming method with entry level university students on an information systems course. The 

research found that the less experienced partners made progress, but the more expert partner failed to make 

progress. In addition, a few studies have observed further success with this method (Chigona & Pollock, 2008; 

Hanks et al., 2004). While the effects of pair programming are mostly beneficial, some studies found that 

expectations were not fully reached. As mentioned above, university students have serious difficulties in learning 

programming. Although this issue has been studied for many years, there are still failures (Hanks et al., 2011). 

Pair programming, on the other hand, provides students with more confidence (Braught et al., 2011; Werner et al., 

2004), increases their satisfaction and communication levels (Dongo et al., 2016), increases their high-level 

learning (Othman et al., 2019) and it is seen as an important method in programming education. Therefore, pair 

programming requires further research and the benefits and limitations of applying such a method need to be 

explored more extensively. This study will make an important contribution to the literature by revealing university 

students' in-depth evaluation of their own and their partner’s performance during the process. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

The aim of the research is to reveal the experiences of university students in the pair programming process and 

seeks answers to the following research questions: 

1. What is the collaborative experience of students in the pair programming process? 

2. How do students evaluate themselves in the pair programming process? 

3. How did students evaluate their partners in the pair programming process? 

2  |  METHOD  

The aim of this study is to reveal the experiences of undergraduate students regarding the pair programming 

method. Creswell (2012) suggests that it would be better to use both quantitative and qualitative methods together 

in understanding the research problem. Therefore, this study includes both quantitative and qualitative means was 

used in the study to reveal the opinions and experiences of students. While the quantitative part included forms 

the qualitative part of the study used semi-structured interviews.  The pair programming method was used in a 

programming course in which students worked in pair for a semester. Students completed assessment forms after 

each lesson. The courses were taught face to face in a computer lab for 14 weeks. The course is a basic 

programming course and the topics are algorithm, flowchart, basic concepts, variables, conditional expressions, 

operators, loop, array, methods. C# was used as the programming language. Google classroom was used for out-

of-class sharing, submitting homework, and for questions and answers. Lecture notes, activities (exercises), and 

lecture presentations were shared each week. In addition, one-on-one interviews were conducted at the end of the 

semester for in-depth analysis.  

PARTICIP ANTS  

Purposeful sampling was used in the study. The study involved 22 sophomore students of the Faculty of 

Education Computer Education and Instructional Technology Department on the Programming Languages 1 

course.  
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13 of the participants of the study were female and 9 were male. The distribution of their ages was 21. A total 

of 7 students, 2 males and 5 females, participated in the qualitative part of the study. All were taking the course 

for the first time and all were computer literate. Pairs were formed at the beginning of the semester.  Students are 

allowed to form their own groups so that they could choose to be with the friends they felt able to work with as it 

is not motivating to work with someone they would choose not to. This allowed them to work in a pair with a 

friend with whom they work generally work with during the course. Evidence of the benefit of this way of working 

is presented in Choi (2015)'s study. The author states that female and male students have different characteristics. 

Because they express themselves differently, females in particular prefer being in same gender pairs. In addition, 

the study emphasizes that females stated that they felt more comfortable and were able to communicate more 

openly when working with another female.  

Two students worked collaboratively at one computer. One student was the driver and the other the navigator, 

so, for example, while the driver did program writing or coding, the navigator was involved in strategic thinking 

and guiding. The course is given by an instructor in a natural course environment. This instructor provided 

feedback and guidance to the students in all necessary situations and walked around monitoring the students during 

the lesson and the practice. The content of the course included basic concepts about computers and software, 

algorithm, flow charts, variables, constants, arithmetic operators, logical operators, control structure, if/else, 

switch/case, loops, break-continue, while, do-while, randomize, arrays, methods (functions), parameters, return 

(returning a value) and activities about them. Activities, from easy to difficult, are presented to reinforce these 

topics. Number puzzles, simple games, quiz preparation, automations are examples of activities. 

INSTRUMENTS  

Collaboration Experiences, Self-Assessment, and Team Member Evaluation forms were used in the research. 

The questions on the forms were adapted from Sherriff’s (2017) study.  The necessary permissions were obtained. 

In addition, a semi-structured interview form was prepared by the researchers for one-on-one interviews. Three 

educational technology expert opinions were taken for the forms and interview questions, and a pilot application 

was carried out. After the forms were finalized, they were distributed to the students.  

Collaboration Experiences form: This consists of a total of 15 questions, two of which are open-ended and 13 

of which are 5-point Likert-type questions, for example, "When I work with my partner, I feel responsible for his 

or her success. It saves time working with my friend while doing homework, I prefer to work with my friend on 

homework." Cronbach’s Alpha was calculated as .79 which is appropriate. 

Team Member Evaluation form: This consists of a total of 10 questions, one of which is open-ended and 9 of 

which are multiple-choice. For example, "Does the student make an effort to collaborate in the pair? Evaluate how 

compatible you and your partner are." Cronbach’s Alpha was calculated as .82 which is appropriate. 

Self-Assessment form: This form consists of a total of 11 questions, one of which is open-ended and 10 which 

are multiple-choice questions. For example, "When you have homework, when do you start? When you are 

working on a programming assignment, what do you think about? Did you study enough for your lesson?" 

Cronbach’s Alpha was calculated as .81 which is appropriate. 

Semi-structured Interview form: This form consists of 7 open-ended questions. For example, "What are your 

positive/negative experiences with pair programming? How was your communication with your partner during 

the pair programming process? Did you feel like a part of the pair during the process?"  

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS  

Participants were informed about the purpose of the study, the study instruments, and that it was voluntary 

involvement. The data collection process included the participants filling out the relevant forms and conducting 

one-on-one interviews. Participants filled the forms over a period of 9 weeks. It took approximately 30 minutes 

for the participants to fill out three forms. At the end of the term, semi-structured interviews lasting approximately 

20-25 minutes were held with each participant.  

Data analysis was done using SPSS 21 and Excel. Descriptive statistics were used. In addition, content analysis 

was applied to the qualitative data. During this process, the data obtained from the interviews, which is the first 
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stage of content analysis, was first categorized under certain codes. In the second stage, six themes were created 

covering these codes. The resulting codes and themes were tabulated. The frequency of the codes was added in 

Table 4. In order to ensure reliability of the study, two researchers analyzed the data obtained (Merriam, 2015). A 

hundred percent agreement was achieved between the researchers. In addition, the opinions of two field experts 

were taken of the codes and themes. After revisions, the final table was obtained (see Table 4). In addition, some 

notable student statements are included. The male and female participants were coded as M1, M2, F1, F2, F3, F4, 

F5. 

3  |  RESULTS  

The aim of the research is to reveal the experiences of university students in the pair programming process. In 

this context, answers to the research questions were examined.  

RQ1:  COLLABORATIVE EXPERIENCES  

As can be seen in Table 1, both the weekly means and the total means of the items are above 2, showing that 

students can work collaboratively. Although the total means of the scale vary according to the weeks, all means 

are above 2 and the average of the total means is above 3 (M=3.31, SD=0.33). Considering the total means of the 

items, Item 1 (M=2.93, SD=0.73) scored the lowest mean while Item 7 (M=3.95, SD=0.51) scored the highest 

mean. Accordingly, it can be said that the students do not feel responsible for the success of their friends and they 

get a lot of help from their friends while solving a difficult problem. 4, 8, 9th weeks have relatively low means. It 

can be said that they had difficulty in working collaboratively because they had difficulties in the problems in 

those weeks. 

Table 1. Collaborative Experiences of Students 

Items 

Means of Weeks Total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M SD 

1. When working with my partner, 

I feel responsible for her/his 

success. 

3.64 3.20 3.22 2.00 3.00 3.67 3.60 2.00 2.00 2.93 0.73 

2. Working with my friend while 

doing homework saves time. 

3.88 3.50 3.67 2.00 3.67 3.33 3.75 2.00 2.00 3.09 0.83 

3. I prefer to work on homework 

with my friend. 

3.75 3.29 3.56 2.50 4.00 3.50 3.60 2.00 2.50 3.19 0.68 

4. I prefer to work alone on large 

projects. 

2.64 3.00 3.00 3.50 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.50 3.50 3.13 0.30 

5. I learn more while working by 

myself. 

3.25 3.57 3.56 4.00 3.33 3.25 3.80 4.00 4.00 3.64 0.32 

6. I am more organized when 

doing homework with others. 

3.81 3.33 3.67 3.00 3.67 3.50 4.00 1.50 3.00 3.28 0.75 

7. When solving a difficult 

problem, I seek advice from my 

friends. 

4.38 4.14 4.22 3.50 4.33 4.50 4.00 3.00 3.50 3.95 0.51 

8. If I was paired with my friend, I 

could avoid coding bugs. 

3.40 3.20 3.56 2.50 4.00 3.75 3.25 2.50 2.50 3.18 0.57 

9. I have a tendency to procrastinate 

when working on my own. 

3.44 3.13 3.33 2.50 2.00 4.00 3.60 2.50 2.50 3.00 0.65 

10. If I had a choice, I would always 

work alone. 

2.56 3.14 3.22 4.00 2.67 2.75 3.40 3.50 4.00 3.25 0.53 

11. I get new ideas about problem 

solving from my friends. 

4.13 4.07 4.00 2.50 4.33 4.25 4.00 3.50 2.50 3.70 0.72 

12. If I am matched to work with a 

friend and this person is slow, I tell 

the course lecturer. 

3.56 3.36 3.78 2.50 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.50 2.50 3.24 0.53 

13. When I explain my logic to my 

partner, I sometimes find faults in 

my thinking. 

3.13 3.33 3.78 3.50 3.50 3.75 3.40 3.00 3.50 3.43 0.26 

Total 3.50 3.41 3.58 2.92 3.42 3.56 3.65 2.81 2.92 3.31 0.33 
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RQ2:  SELF -ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTS  

It can be seen from Table 2, more than half of the students (n=16, 72.7%) start their homework in the middle 

of the allocated time. 63.6 percent of the students (n=14) think that they are slower than others in programming. 

77.3 percent (n=17) stated that they had no difficulty in starting to solve the programming problem and that they 

found computer science topics interesting. While almost all of them (n=21, 95.5%) stated that they liked to code, 

almost all of them (n=20, 90.9%) stated that they knew they would find the answer somewhere when faced with a 

problem. 

Table 2. Students’ Self-assessment 

Questions  Answers n % 

When you have homework, when 

do you start? 

Too early 5 22.7 

Too late 1 4.5 

In the middle 16 72.7 

When working on a 

programming assignment, what 

do you think about? 

I am faster than others at solving programming tasks. 8 36.4 

It takes me longer to do programming tasks than my 

classmates. 

14 63.6 

When working on a 

programming problem: 

I have no trouble starting to solve the problem. 17 77.3 

I don't know where to start solving new programming 

problems. 

5 22.7 

Regarding computer science 

topics I've seen so far: 

Not all computer science topics I've seen so far have piqued 

my interest. 

5 22.7 

I've found all computer science topics interesting and 

intriguing so far. 

17 77.3 

Regarding coding: 
I hate coding. 1 4.5 

I love coding. 21 95.5 

Did you study enough for your 

lesson? 

I got the best grade I could get 12 54.5 

I only worked one-on-one 10 45.5 

When helping others with 

computer science, you: 

I know I can help others. 14 63.6 

I feel like I don't know enough to help others. 8 36.4 

After the exam with computer 

science 

I think I did badly. 8 36.4 

I think I'm doing very well 14 63.6 

When I encounter an obstacle 

while thinking 

My mind wanders to other things. 2 9.1 

I know I will find the answer somewhere. 20 90.9 

RQ3:  EXPERIENCES WITH TEAM MEMBER  

As can be seen from Table 3, it is seen that the feedbacks of the students about their teammates are mostly 

positive. Half of the students (n=11, 50%) stated that their teammates always attend the meeting, they always 

inform if they cannot attend the meeting, and they put a lot of effort into the homework given before the 

meeting. All of the students stated that their teammates usually or always both try to do what they can do and 

make an effort to cooperate. 

Table 3. Student Experiences with their Team Member  

 Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always 

 n % n % n % n % n % 

Did the student attend pair meetings? 1 4.5 1 4.5 2 9.1 7 31.8 11 50 

Did the student inform their partner if they 

were unable to attend a meeting or fulfil a 

responsibility? 

2 9.1 - - 3 13.6 6 27.3 11 50 

Did the student put in a serious effort on the 

assignment given before the pair meetings? 

1 4.5 - - 5 22.7 5 22.7 11 50 

Did the student try to do what they can do 

in pair meetings? 

- - - - - - 7 31.8 15 68.2 

Did the student make an effort to 

collaborate in the pair? 

- - - - - - 6 27.3 16 72.7 
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In addition to quantitative data, the opinions of the students regarding the paired programming method applied 

in programming education were taken through interviews. The qualitative data was converted into specific codes 

and these codes were categorized under the relevant themes. Then, the tabulation process was done in a systematic 

way. The relevant data is in Table 4. 

Table 4. Students' Opinions of Pair Programming  

Theme Code f 

Collaboration Complementing each other in missing points 7 

Providing support 2 

Solving the problem together 4 

Discovering new solutions with a different perspective 2 

Brainstorming 4 

Academic Support More efficient 3 

Faster learning and solving problems 2 

Facilitating the solution process by talking about each other deficiencies 1 

Retention of information 2 

Rising academic performance 4 

Keeping active 2 

Decreasing anxiety 1 

Rising motivation 3 

Rising self-confidence 2 

Communication Good 7 

Improving communication skills 2 

Increasing communication with the instructor 4 

Decreasing the need for the instructor 1 

No change in communication with the instructor 1 

Increased communication with partner 7 

Increased understanding of the partner 3 

Started paying attention to ideas 1 

Felt their opinions mattered 1 

Partners understand each other clearly 2 

Felt like a part of the pair 7 

Other Feeling inadequate in the course subjects that both peers do not know 1 

Prolongation of the process due to disagreement 1 

I prefer to work in pairs 7 

I would like to benefit from pair-programming in the future 7 

All of the students in the study had a positive approach toward pair programming. The codes generated from 

the research data were grouped under the themes of collaboration, academic support, communication, other, and 

preferring to pair-programming today and in the future. Under collaboration, the students stated that they provided 

the opportunity to complement each other in missing points (f:7). Secondly, it was stated that an environment of 

solving the problem together (f:4) and brainstorming (f:4) was formed. These statements were followed by 

providing support (f:4) and discovering new solutions with a different perspective (f:4). Noteworthy statements 

on the topic are as follows.  

F1: “… The exchange of information we made with each other during the learning process, the fact that we 

offered different solutions to each other for problem solving, helped me to gain different perspectives on problems 

and solutions in programming languages, and when I took into account my friend’s suggestions for solutions, it  
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helped me to say, "yes, it could be solved this way, I was writing the codes in a longer way" etc. and to create new 

suggestions for solutions."  

F2: “Since we were paired, we understood the problems better in the form of question and answer. We got 

instant feedback by asking each other questions. Since we were pairs, we had the opportunity to brainstorm. This 

helped us to express ourselves more easily. In this way, it enabled us to solve the problems that we encountered 

later more easily and from different perspectives.”  

These statements show that the students obtained new solutions together by working collaboratively and 

benefiting from the brainstorming method and that this process works in a healthy way.  

Another issue that students focused on was the academic support provided by the process. Here, students stated 

that their academic performance increased the most (f:4). In addition, students stated that their motivation (f:3) 

and the efficiency of the lesson increased (f:3). In addition, they learned and created solutions faster (f: 2), their 

learning was permanent (f: 2), the lesson was kept active (f: 2), their self-confidence increased (f: 2), the problem-

solving process became easier by talking about each other deficiencies (f:1), and their anxiety reduced (f:1). 

Example statements on these issues are as follows; 

F1: “By talking, you can obtain different perspectives and solutions that your friend has built in his/her mind. 

In this process, I think that I expressed myself well and expressed my own solution proposals clearly.”  

F5: “We can get a different experience that is completed faster and easier and I can get many solutions.” 

M1: “When you work with a friend, he/she tells you your weaknesses and you correct them. In this regard, you 

also gain self-confidence.”  

M2: “Knowing that I am not alone and my friend's thinking about the solution increases my motivation.”  

Communication in pair programming is another theme that the students mentioned. According to the data, all 

of the students stated that good communication was provided, their communication with their partner increased, 

and they felt themselves as a part of the pair (f:7). In addition, they stated that their communication with the 

instructor increased (f:4) and their understanding of their partner improved (f:3). The improvement of students' 

communication skills (f:2), understanding each other clearly with the partner (f:2), the decrease in the need for 

instructors (f:1), starting to give importance to ideas (f:1), and feeling that their ideas are important (f:1) were seen 

as other benefits of the pair-programming method. One student stated that his communication with the instructor 

did not change. Noteworthy statements on the topic are as follows: 

F5: “It allowed me to consult my friends and teachers more easily in problem sentences in the programs given 

to me later on. I started to evaluate from their point of view. In this way, I was able to obtain many different 

solutions.”  

F2: “My communication skills increased and I started to be more understanding and helpful.” 

In addition, the students also stated limitations related to the method. These topics are grouped under the 

“other” heading. These are feeling inadequate in the course subjects that both peers do not know (f:1) and the 

prolongation of the process due to disagreement between peers (f:1). The following is an example statement: M2: 

“Differences of opinion cause loss of time and motivation”. Finally, all students stated that they prefer to work 

with pairs in a programming lesson and they want to benefit from pair programming in their future careers (f:7). 

As a result, with pair programming, students achieved better programming performance by working 

collaboratively and producing new and faster solutions to problems together. In this way, their motivation may 

increase during the process, which would help them feel more self-confident. In addition, their communication 

with their partners and instructor improved. Very few problems were experienced. At the end of this whole process, 

the students stated that they preferred pair programming and that they intend to use it in the future. In this respect, 

the process has been found to be beneficial. 
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4  |  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS  

In this study, students formed pairs within the scope of pair programming and under the guidance of an 

instructor. The pairs developed programs by working on the same project. According to the findings, the students 

felt that they could successfully work in a collaborative way (Satratzemi et al., 2021). Students did not feel 

responsible for the success of their partner. In this respect, it would be beneficial to provide an environment where 

students can empathize with each other.  

Secondly, students were asked to evaluate themselves regarding the process. All of the students evaluated 

themselves positively and found themselves competent in programming. Since learning and interaction are closely 

related (Yildiz Durak, 2018), interaction is thought to be effective in achieving course objectives. Of the topics 

they studied, they felt they were most sufficient in coding. However, the number of students who had the 

impression that their partner progresses faster in programming or solving problems than they did is very high. 

Another area of investigation in this research was students’ experiences with their partner. The results show 

that students were satisfied with their partner. However, students also stated that there were problems in 

participating in pair meetings. To ensure active participation in pair meetings, instructors should meet with them 

from time to time to both motivate them both and control the process. The research shows that the students were 

prepared for pair work before the pair meetings and that they made an effort in this regard. In addition, students 

stated that their partner made an effort to collaborate. This finding supports the conclusion that they can 

successfully carry out the pair programming process. 

The research also shows that students thought they achieved better academic performance (Dongo et al., 2016) 

and produced new and faster solutions to problems with their partners (Beck & Gamma, 2000). In addition, while 

solving the problems together, they completed each other's missing information. Owing to their partners, the 

students gained a different perspective and they were able to make their knowledge permanent through more 

effective learning. Also, they remained active in the course and their motivation for programming increased (Mentz 

et al., 2008). The students in the pair-programming course conducted by McDowell et al. (2006) continued 

programming for longer periods of time. It is possible that this is due to an increase in student motivation. 

Another finding was that during pair programming, students were able to benefit from each other's ideas and 

improve their productivity skills by brainstorming (Tsan et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2021). In addition, the anxiety 

they felt at the beginning of the process decreased and their self-confidence increased. These findings are in line 

with the results of another study, Dongo et al. (2016), with university students, which observed that students are 

more successful and are more self-confident in pair programming. Information about the communication processes 

of the students was also obtained. According to the findings, students' communication with both their partners and 

instructor improved. In addition, their understanding of their partner increased and they developed in valuing ideas 

mutually. In this way, they were able to see themselves as part of the pair. Similarly, Faja (2011) states that learners 

found an environment to improve their communication skills and gained support through social media. In this way, 

learners can be involved in more interaction (Howard, 2006). On the other hand, a few students mentioned some 

limitations. One limitation was that the students could not progress when both partners failed to produce a solution. 

Another was that students sometimes disagreed about the solution to a problem. In their studies, Chigona and 

Pollock (2008) and Hanks et al. (2004) found that higher success was not achieved in pair programming as 

expected. This may be due to the limitations of the research or other problems. For a better process, the instructors 

should encourage their students to consult them in case of problems. In addition, pair programming was seen to 

reduce instructors’ workload (Cliburn, 2003). This would enable instructors to allocate more time to students with 

problems. Finally, the students stated that they were satisfied with pair programming, want it to be applied again, 

and may use this method in the future when appropriate. 

At the end of the process, the students are motivated, have self-confidence, communicate well, and, therefore, 

developed their programming skills. One of the biggest problems experienced by individuals in programming 

education in general is that many tasks need to be completed and that students often fail and leave the course 

(Denner et al., 2021; Falloon, 2016; Koulouri et al., 2014; Raigoza, 2017).  The findings of this research suggest 

that pair programming may be an effective alternative teaching method in programming education in solving many 

of the existing problems. In literature, there are a few studies that resulted further success with this method 
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(Chigona & Pollock, 2008; Hanks et al., 2004). The study revealed university students' evaluation of their own 

and their partner’s performance elaborately. In future research, this method can be tested with a larger group of 

students. In addition, different possible effects of pair programming can be examined in terms of individual 

differences such as personality type and learning preference. Some students may progress faster than their partners, 

and this may not positively affect the other partner. To address this, the instructor may monitor the pairs to identify 

those students having difficulties and offer further guidance. In addition, extracurricular activities should be done 

to create team spirit in order to adapt to the process. This study and studies in the literature have also shown that 

negative situations can occur, albeit in small numbers. Observing larger groups by taking into account their 

individual characteristics may help to address any deficiencies by better clarifying the problems that arise in pair 

programming. Many teaching approaches used compatible with programming education in the field. In future 

research, pair programming can be compared with different teaching approaches such as cooperative learning 

(Garcia, 2021), programming in the context of digital stories (Burke, 2012; Zha et al., 2020), the use of tools such 

as Scratch (Bean et al., 2015; Burke, 2012; Kalelioglu, & Gülbahar, 2014).  
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